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8. There is a similar scene with a similar effect at the end of The Grapes of Wrath, as Tom Joad is about to disappear from his family because of political causes rather as Ilsa is about to disappear from Rick. Ma asks how she will know what happens to Tom when he leaves her. She sees their relationship being broken up by his involvement in mass politics. He answers, however, by proposing that they will remain connected by something bigger than their family, a mass soul:
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Tom’s line is very much like Rick’s, that individual people don’t matter much in the face of something more important to the masses. What we see, however, in these Hollywood movies, as we hear about the mass soul or the world that dwarfs individual lives, are close-ups of stars; we feel intense desire for these stars to remain with us, not to leave, and this desire to be with the stars is the very emotion these movies rely on to make us desire involvement with political movements.

And just as Rick mentions Paris as what allows him to leave Ilsa—in other words, his love motivates his joining the mass anti-Nazi movement—so Tom ends up telling Ma to look for moments when a parent is feeding a child to understand where he is. In other words, in both movies the emotions of the private sphere—intimate familial love—are what carry people into the mass.
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5. Gunning, Films of Fritz Lang, 198.
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9. Most of the directors who came from Europe were accused of selling out, though they actually brought numerous innovations to Hollywood, as James Morrison has ably demonstrated in Passport to Hollywood.

10. Quoted in Bogdanovich, Fritz Lang in America, 111.

11. Gunning, Films of Fritz Lang, 460, describes the final Mabuse movie as completing a kind of history of twentieth-century Germany: the final antebellum Mabuse movie, The Last Testament, “marked . . . Germany on the verge of a Nazi takeover”; the postwar Mabuse movie marked “Germany’s survival of both the Third Reich and defeat in World War II.” Gunning concludes that in Lang’s films, “The spectre of Mabuse, the persistence of his criminal legacy . . . brood over a trilogy that embraced the history of Germany in the twentieth century.”